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Three dimensional propagation of secondary antiproton ( �� ) in the atmosphere is undertaken to examine the
change of spectral shape of �� with atmospheric depth. This has been carried out numerically by solving
simultaneously the propagation equations of �� and �� at different zenith angles. 3-D effect comes from the
angular distribution of �� s produced in high energy interactions [1] and the important one being the tertiary
production from deep inelastic collisions of �� s. This involves the energy distribution of tertiary �� , its transverse
momentum, the consequent direction of the interacting �� with respect to it and the rotation of this angle in the
azimuthal plane. The assumptions involved and the procedure are described in this article and the results are
discussed in comparison with the available data in the atmosphere.

1. Introduction

Determination of the secondary antiproton spectrum in the atmosphere is very essential to establish the exact
nature of the primary spectrum measured using balloon borne detectors. The production spectrum of �� s peaks
around 2 GeV and due to propagation in the atmosphere, this spectral peak shifts to lower energies and the low
energy spectrum is considerably modified due to ionization loss and by deep inelastic interaction, which pro-
duces tertiary �� [1]. Theoretical calculations were carried out both by analytical [1] and Monte Carlo methods
[2]. In these investigations the tertiary �� is assumed to move in the direction of the interacting �� , which sim-
plifies the calculation to a large extent. Stephens [1] assumed that �����	��
��������� in � ������ � interactions is identical
to that for (����� ),while others used the difference between the total cross-section and the sum of elastic and an-
nihilation cross-sections, ������ � ������ ����� � � ������ ��� � � �"! � ������ ���#�%$ � � ������ �'& . �(���� � ������ � includes charge exchange
process ��*)+�-, ��.)/� at low energies, in which � �� � retains most of the �� energy similar to elastic collisions.
This aspect has been examined [3] and the new � ���	��
��� ���0� cross-section is incorporated in this investigation.

The measurement of the atmospheric �� s was undertaken by the BESS Group [4] below a few GeV and results
are now available at balloon and mountain altitudes. Theoretical estimate of the spectra of secondary �� s at large
atmospheric depths can be directly compared with the measurements, as the primary spectrum gets depleted.
At small atmospheric depths, they measured the �� spectrum below the geomagnetic cut-off, where only a
few tertiary �� from primary �� are present. Comparison of the calculated spectrum with the data re-assures
the atmospheric corrections made in experiments and provides the validity of propagation models. In this
investigation, three dimensional approach has been made in which propagation equations for different zenith
angles have been solved simultaneously for primary nucleons and for both ( �� ) 1 ( �� ).

2. Cross-sections

The available cross-sections for different processes in ( ������ ) collisions were examined carefully and parame-
terized with a minimum number of parameters [3]. In Figure 1 is plotted the total inelastic cross-section, the
difference between total and elastic cross- sections [5], multiplied by a factor 2 for convenience of plotting, by
open circles as a function of kinetic energy E. This can be represented by the relation [3],
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and is shown by Curve A. Here, E/���*[\5>;@; , I<�FEG���]=@9 ; for �_^`5@;>;@acbed and = 0 for �gf`5>;@;>acb\d .
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Figure 1. Curve A shows the total inelastic cross-section
and Curve B the annihilation cross-sections for hi .
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Figure 2. Curves A & B show the deep inelastic cross-
sections for i and hi without charge exchange process.

Direct measurement of the annihilation cross-section as a function of energy is shown in Fig.1 by solid circles
and the open triangles are the difference between the total cross-sections � � � ������ � and � � � ����� � [6]. The solid
line is the fit to the data and is represented by the relation [3],

�j$ � � ������ �2�6klAl9 m>� TjVnW XoX mb for �_^p=>9R7Sacb\d (2a)

�q7>7?9 r<� �UT%VW XYs ) =@9 5<=�LON:P(�	�Q;<9 7@7S���"& mb for �tfp=>9R7Sacb\d (2b)

The dashed curve is the fit given by Stephens and Golden [7] and the dash-dotted one is due to Tan and Ng [8].

The deep inelastic cross-section for � ������ � interactions is the difference between the total inelastic cross-section�(���� � ������ � and the sum of the annihilation and charge exchange �(u W v � ������ � cross-sections.This shown by the
solid curve B in Fig.2. The thick dashed curve B is the fit adjusted to the data [9] and is given by [3]

�<w��x��
����� ������ �2�65@7?9 ;j�y=@9 ; ) ;?9 ;@7@AzB�C(�{EG� ) ;?9 ;?=�B�C?H@�{EG�"Ij�{EG�'&�[S|z����� mb (3a)

�67?=>9R7\k8� H W X}� =>9 ; mb (3b)

where, |z�����G�~=>9 ; ) 7:9 m@rS��T(��W � . The difference between total inelastic cross-section (Eqn.1) and the annihi-
lation cross-section (Eqn.2) gives a large cross-section of about 20 mb below 2 GeV down to 100 MeV. It is
important to mention that including this as part of deep inelastic cross-section is wrong.
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3. 3-D Calculations

The method used in this calculation is similar to the one described earlier [1] except for updating the cross-
sections and the changes required to incorporate 3-D effect. The propagation equation for the �� is given by,�>���@�� � v2� �S� �Y�� � �3���
?��� �x��� I@� ) �� v �y�D�
<��� �o��� I8� � v� � &%�

�8�� � vM� �>� �Y�� � v�� ) � ��� �o��� I@� (4)

The first term in the R.H.S. is the production term, the second is the ionization term, third is the attenuation
term, which includes annihilation and interaction, and the last term is the interaction term which produces
tertiary �� s and �� s. This term above 15 GeV takes the form,� ��� �o��� I@���q� V�2� �(�
:���0[e� �x��� I@��	=Q�4�z� ) �j��(���0[\� �o��� I@�	���K�@�<[ �K� �?�����0[\�?�Z� ��k@�:�
In the above expression, energy of the interacting �� is �*�%���*[e� , � �3;?9 J@r is the cut-off value of y, determined
from earlier work [1], �4�6;<9 5@5 is the charge exchange probability and � the mean free path for deep inelastic
collision. For below 15 GeV, in the absence of invariant cross-section, the following approach is made. For
every value of E’, integration was performed over the allowed transverse momentum of the outgoing particle,���

.
���

determines the direction of the interacting particle, which rotates about the direction of the outgoing
particle, and hence azimuthal integration was also performed. Thus,

� ��� �o��� I8��� � V� �Z�� �  � v�¡ � �
¢O£>¤o¥�¦x§¨ ©'ªO« � TD¬>'¡o¬ ¨ � � ¬@K®F¯ ° �y± � � ± £l²�³¨t´�µ � v�¡ � � �>� ¶?� ��·HY¸ £ ¤ ¥�¦o§¨ ©'ªO« � T%¬  ¡Y¬ ¨ � � ¬  ®F¯ ° �y± � � ± ¹ (4b)

Here, �»º]�]�D�
<���*[e� �x���x¼ ��	=2�½�z� ) �j������0[e� �x���x¼ �	� and ¼ H �U¾ � I H )½¿ H �À7 ¿ I2ÁÂ@Ã�ÅÄD�Z�0¾ . The integral overÄ was limited to values of ¼�Æ/Ç [>7 , the horizon. The denominator is the weighted slid angle.

The propagation equations for nucleons are similar to Eqn. 4, except the ionization term is not needed for
neutral particle. A set of similar equations are required for different components and at different zenith angles.
Primary cosmic ray nucleons above 4 GeV/nucleon were first propagated in the atmosphere. The 3-D effect
for nucleons comes from deep inelastic interactions in which the incoming particle changes its direction. This
effect is found to be small at energies ÈÉ=Kr GeV, where Eqn.4a was used, and Eqn.4b was used for � Æ=erSacb\d . The production spectrum of �� could be calculated accurately by taking care of the particle spectra at
all angles. �� and �� components at all zenith angles were simultaneously propagated. At 0.1 GeV a step length
of 0.3 g/ Ê�Ë H was used, and at �t^Ì;?9�= GeV variable steps were adopted to save computing time.

4. Results and Inferences

In figure 3 are plotted the observed spectra by the BESS group below 3 GeV at 10.6 and 742 Í<[\ÊOË H along
with the results from this computations; calculated spectrta are also shown at 994 Í<[\Ê�Ë H . The solid curves in
the figure are with 3-D effect, while the dashed curves are without. It can be noticed that at small atmospheric
depth, 3-D effect gives higher flux at low energies compared to unidirectional flux. This can be understood
from Fig.4, in which the flux at all energies increase with zenith angle and considerable fraction of low energy
particles comes from large zenith angles. This is not only because of large angular deviation of �� from its
original direction even with small Pt, but also due to large path length available for interactions. At large
depths, flux decreases with zenith angles and as a result low energy flux gets depleted with 3-D effect.

It can also be seen from Fig. 3, that calculated spectrum at small depth is higher than the measured flux. This
is because, I have used the global spectra for the primary nucleons, whose absolute flux is higher than the
BESS spectrum and is slightly steeper. Use of the BESS spectrum will considerably reduce this difference
and the spectrum at large depth will not be affected because of the flatter spectrum. At large depths, a small
change in the absolute value of the interaction mean free path also changes the calculated spectrum. Higher
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the interaction mean free path, larger the flux. I like to emphesize that, because of the sensitiveness of the
calculated absolute spectrum at large depths with the spectral index and interaction mean free path, one needs
to give more importance to the spectral shape than the absolute spectrum. Incorporating charge exchange
interactions at low energies did not change the results because the loss of �� due to this process � ������ � , � ��M�x� �
is nearly compensated by the process � ��M�o� � , � ������ � as the number of target p and n nuclei are the same, and
the secondary radiation has nearly equal number of �� s and �� s.
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Figure 3. Calculated spectra are compared with the mea-
surements at 2 depths. The dashed curves are without 3-D
effect and the solid ones are with 3-D effect.
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